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Key Statistics as of 11/05/2015

Thesis Points:

Market Price:
Industry:
Market Cap:
52-Week Range:
Beta:



Increasing revenue from more television viewership
due to coverage of relevant sports teams



Future growth opportunity from coverage of teams
in emerging sports markets



Diversity from coverage of multiple teams in
numerous leagues



Highest operating income of any segment of MSG
before spin-off

$20.29
Media
$1.2B
$16.90 - $87.27
0.86

Company Description:
MSG Networks, Inc. is a media company that has two sports and entertainment networks, MSG and MSG+. The company
is now the operating media section of the former conglomerate MSG and is considered the parent company regardless of
the ticker change. They provide live coverage of nine local sports teams, the New York Knicks; New York Rangers; New
York Liberty; New York Islanders; New Jersey Devils; Buffalo Sabres; Major League Soccer’s Red Bulls and the Westchester
Knicks, and exclusive non-game coverage of the New York Giants. In addition the company airs original shows, various
NCCA sporting events, UEFA soccer matches and other miscellaneous sports.
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Thesis
MSG Networks, Inc. provides live coverage of
increasingly relevant sports teams. These teams are
climbing to the pinnacle of their respective sports and
as a result television viewership is climbing on MSG
Networks. This growth is poised to increase
commercial prices, ultimately increasing revenues for
MSGN. They also cover teams in emerging sports
markets which will lead to long term growth
opportunities. Due to the variation in teams that they
cover, a drop in one team’s success will not cause
overall viewership to plummet. Lastly, MSGN was
formerly the media segment of MSG. The segment had
the highest operating income and largest margins in
comparison to any other segment within MSG. The
combination of high margins and projected growth in
revenues will lead to a stock price of $30.70 in one year.

Increasing Television Viewership
The New York Rangers, a professional ice hockey
team, have made the playoffs in each of their last five
seasons. The team’s core and coaching has changed
throughout the past five seasons but their success has
not wavered, winning their division twice, making the
conference final twice and making the Stanley cup final
once. All this success only to fall short of bringing the
Stanley cup trophy back to New York. The late success
has triggered a large growth in fans as the Rangers have
sold out 100% of their games since the 2010-2011
season where they sold out 99.5% of their games. In
2011, on MSG Network, the Rangers averaged a
Nielsen score of 0.85 HH during the regular season.
This score represents the percentage of total
households that tuned in to watch the game. That
means on average, when the Rangers are on MSG
Network, .85% of all households tuned in to watch the
game. The increased relevance of the Rangers has
sparked their ratings to increase further achieving
ratings such as a 4.45 HH for playoff game one of the
2015 divisional series, the highest rating they have ever
had for a game one. In addition, the series averaged a
rating of 4.74 HH which was up 74% from last year’s
ratings. Every year the Rangers keep up their
impressive play, the viewership increases. As of today
(11/04/2015) the Rangers lead the Metropolitan
division by one point over the New York Islanders
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(another team that has become increasingly relevant
that MSG broadcasts). As the push towards the
playoffs continue both teams will increase the
viewership of MSG Networks.
The New York Islanders are the next team
that is up and coming in the hockey world. This is
currently their inaugural season in the Barclays Center,
the recently built stadium in the epicenter of Brooklyn,
creating a lot of hype around the team. The team made
the playoffs last year, under the captainship of locally
born star John Tavares, for the second time in the last
8 years. The progression of the team led to playoff
ratings of 4.47 HH, on MSG Networks, which was up
65% from their last playoff series. As the battle
continues between the Rangers and Islanders for first
place in the Metropolitan division ratings will climb for
both teams.
Switching over to their coverage of a team in a
different league the New York Knicks, there is even
more potential for viewership growth. The Knicks have
not made the playoffs in two years and have only made
it three times in the last eleven years. The team finished
next to last in the eastern conference last year due to a
fire sale of semi-important players. This sale freed up
enough cap space to sign starting caliber players such
as, Aaron Afflalo, Robin Lopez, and Derrick Williams.
In addition, the Knicks drafted future cornerstones in
Kristaps Porzingis and Jerian Grant. These new pieces
combined with a healthy star in Carmelo Anthony the
Knicks are projected to be in the mix for the 7th and
8th playoff spots in the weaker eastern conference as
three .500 winning percentage or below teams made the
playoffs last year. MSG Networks had peak ratings up
to 7.34 HH on MSG for certain regular season games
in 2012 when the team made the playoffs last. This
year’s team is poised for the playoffs which will
expectedly increase the overall viewership of the team.

Benefits of Increasing Viewership
Television broadcasting companies make the majority
of their revenues through commercials and
advertisements. MSG Networks sells commercial time
to numerous companies, local and worldwide, that
operate in many different business segments. The cost
of this commercial time is variable based on the time of
day and the show or event that is being televised. Shows
and events that play at prime times and have higher
viewership ratings cost more to run commercials
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during. An example would be primetime drama
television. The widely known drama “The Blacklist”
costs about $198,667 per 30 second spot in 2014 and
had received an average Nielsen HH rating of 6.6. A
similar but more popular show “The Big Bang Theory”
has an HH of around 9 and a 30 second spot costs
$326,260. There is a clear correlation between ratings
and commercial price. These shows air on major
television networks that broadcast to the entire country
so their cost per commercial spot is going to be higher.
Nevertheless, the correlation between viewership and
commercial price is directly proportional. There is also
a trend for continual growth in spending on television
advertisement as it is expected to increase from $68.9B
in 2015 to $72.0B in 2016.

They currently operates in a local media market (New
York) where they are the leader of providing sports
coverage. The market is niche but has the highest
amount of households with televisions. New York is
the biggest of the local media markets by a significant
margin.

The increasing relevance and viewership of the teams
being covered by the network combined with the
growth in ad spending will ultimately lead to increased
revenues for MSGN.

Growth of Major League Soccer to
Increase Future Revenue Generation
The league is currently in its 20th season and is
currently growing faster than any other United States
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major professional sport. The league added two new
franchises this year, New York City FC and Orlando
City SC, to meet the growing demand for domestic
soccer. Social media conversation about the MLS is
up 34% from 2014 which was up 64% from 2013
(the pre world cup era of MLS). International names
such as, Pirlo, Drogba, Villa, and Lampard, are
coming to play in the U.S. as a result of the league’s
new designated player policy. The trend of acquiring
bigger names will continue as players such as
Cristiano Ronaldo have expressed their interest of
playing in the MLS.

The increased league interest is leading to further
team expansion as there are plans in place to unveil
new teams in Atlanta, Minnesota, and possibly
Miami. Television viewers per game in 2015 on
Sunday games is up 18% from 2014. MSG Networks
will profit on this rise in the MLS through the
coverage of the New York Red Bulls. The Red Bulls
and MSG Network have been partners for 18 years
as MSGN has held telecast rights and recently the
two parties reached a multi-year extension. The deal
consists of broadcasting 22 of their 34 regular season
games including pregame and postgame coverage.
As the MLS grows and continues to captivate
national attention, the television viewership will
increase leading to long term revenue growth for
MSG Networks.

Diversity in Coverage
MSG Networks currently provides live game
coverage of nine teams: Knicks, Rangers, Liberty,
Islanders, Devils, Sabres, Red Bulls and Knicks (DLeague, Westchester Knicks). The company also has
rights to provide live coverage of several UEFA
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champions league matches, NCAA basketball games
(Including the tournament, Men’s and Women’s),
NCAA football, horse racing, concerts and various
original shows. The vast coverage allows the
company to generate viewership from teams that are
performing well and make up for the teams that are
not generating viewership. In 2012-2013, the Knicks
finished 2nd in the eastern conference and made it to
the conference final. Along with the Knicks success,
the Rangers and Islanders made the post season.
Revenues grew from $614.2 in 2012 to $677.7M in
2013 as the team success grew. However in the 20132014, the Knicks collapsed, the Devils continued to
struggle, the Islanders missed the post season but
revenues managed to grow to $714.5M in 2014 due
to the success of other covered teams. The Rangers
had their first Stanley Cup Final appearance since
1994, the Red Bulls won the Supporters’ Shield
(most points in the MLS) and MSG Networks was
able to sustain a growth in revenue. The diversified
coverage stabilizes revenue generation, currently the
outlook for the majority of their teams is positive and
will lead to continual revenue growth. In addition to
the variety of sports covered, regardless of how bad
a team is there will still be some viewership due to
the loyalty of sport fan bases. The Knicks finished
next to last in the east last year, their one star
Carmelo Anthony played in under 20 games, and yet
the team had a 100% attendance report at home
games. This shows that down years for their sports
teams do not affect revenue generation as much as
up years do, making MSG Networks a company with
huge upside potential and limited risk.

Highest Operating Income before
Spin-off
MSG’s media segment accounted for just 38.9% of
the total revenues generated in 2015 before the spinoff.
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However, the segment accounted for 85% of the
total operating income, bringing in $514.3M in
operating income in the 2015 fiscal year. The spinoff itself separates the media segment from the other
two segments and is currently traded as MSGN on
the NYSE. The segment has experienced growth in
revenues in every year except from 2014-2015, this
drop was due to the awful season in which the
Knicks killed their television ratings. However even
with the dip in revenue the company was able to
decrease capital expenditures and increase their
overall operating income. The new company, as a
result of the spin-off, currently has no debt and beat
the estimates of analysts according to their earnings
report today. With the current margins the company
operates within, the projected increases in revenue
will lead to an increasing stock price.

Other Notable Items

Last year MSG Networks released a mobile
application called MSG Go that enables a person to
watch live games on their phone, tablet, and
computer. This is one of the innovative trends that
MSG Networks is acting upon. Such a product
allows them to run more ads by having multiple
platforms for users to watch games. In addition, it
allows viewership to increase because people that
cannot watch the game on a television can still tune
in via these mobile applications.

Conclusion
MSG Networks is a buy. The company has shown its
profitability within the conglomerate company for
several years. They are poised for future revenue
growth due to increasing television viewership. There
is low risk in investing in the company due to the
diversity of its operations. All of which will lead to an
increase in future stock price.
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